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We are fortunate to have in our area two fine examples of the historical industrial use of water as a 

source of power for the purposes of commercial manufacturing and processing, whose technology 

dates back many hundred years, namely Churchill Forge, near Kidderminster, and Daniel’s Mill near 

Bridgnorth.  Both survived well into the second half of the 20th century in a commercial capacity, and 

one is still able to produce a product that is popular in its locality.  Even today, it might be argued, 

that both could continue to produce their products in much the same way as they have done, for the 

technology used in their manufacturing and processing procedures has clearly stood the test of time, 

lasting well into and beyond the accepted period of the Industrial Revolution.  Although their 

technology has proved to be effective, neither can hope to compete with the standards of efficiency 

required of modern industrialised forms of production with its emphasis on cost effectiveness. 

 

In their lengthy heydays, the Forge and Mill were managed by master craftsmen who had acquired 

their knowledge and skill through the arduous process of apprenticeship. These craftsmen took 

considerable pride in their craft, a pride which is still in evidence today for it is their descendants 

born into the life and work of the Forge and the Mill who proudly share their interest in and 

enthusiasm for their respective industrial pasts with us, the viewing public. 

 

Although individual reports are usually produced for each visit, it seemed appropriate to present a 

report that combined the two visits if only to compare the similarities of the way in which water has 

been used as a source of power for industrial processes, and to contrast, where appropriate, the 

very significant differences there are between the two approaches to the use of water power. 

 

Both Forge and Mill draw water for powering their respective processes from natural springs which 

form small brooks or streams which eventually fill Hammer or Mill Ponds as the means of storing 

large quantities of water as a potential source of power.  Both make use of wheels driven by the 

weight of water filling buckets arranged around a rotating wheel. In the Forge’s situation, one of the 

wheels gains additional potential power as a result of the bucket size being increased widthways 

enabling more water to be carried thereby providing additional emphasis to the potential power 

generated by the wheel; whereas the Mill has an extremely large diameter wheel with relatively 

small buckets, and relies on increased leverage to provide its considerable potential power. With the 

Forge, rotational power is converted mainly to raising and lowering heavy hammers to shape hot, 

malleable metal.  In the Mill, rotational power is applied to a rapidly moving millstone to grind wheat 

grains into flour, as well as providing power for hoisting heavy sacks of grain in readiness for milling. 

 

Both Churchill Forge and Daniel’s Mill have produced excellent websites for those interested in 
discovering information about their history, present function and visiting times.  Each has also 
produced reasonably priced printed information which is worth obtaining. (Full details at end of 
report) 
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Background 

Churchill Forge is a rare example of a water-powered forge used to 

produce metal edged hand tools. There has been a mill on this site 

from the 13th century, and by the late 18th century the mill was 

known to be used as a forge, owned and managed from that time by 

the Bache family.  The Forge was in production until 1969. It was the 

intention of Claude Bache, who was the last working forge master, to 

maintain the forge as a working exhibition during his retirement, but 

he sadly died in 1970, at which point the care of the Forge passed on 

to his daughter and her family. The family have worked hard to 

preserve the Forge over the years, and in this they have been aided 

by the establishment of a charitable trust which now manages the 

Forge. 

 
Daniel’s Mill is a working corn mill and has the largest 
working metal water wheel in England. There has been 
a mill on the site for many years, in fact a mill in this 
area is mentioned in the Domesday Book. In the 17th 
century a mill was built at the base of the mill pool 
dam, its remains are still there.  The mill pool itself is at 
the head of a valley some distance from the Mill itself, 
with a leat providing the breast-shot action to the Mill.  
Water is also piped to the Mill to provide water for the 
header tank sited above the water wheel providing the 
pitch-back action to power the wheel. The name 

‘Daniel’s’ has derived from corruptions of the name ‘Donynges’, ‘Dunnings’, ‘Dunnells’, finally 
becoming ‘Daniel’s Mill’ by the mid 19th century. 
 
The state of the present Mill had been virtually unaltered for just over 100 years up to the time of 
the death of the last Miller in 1958.  At that point it was decided to reorganise and modernise the 
Mill. Sadly the Mill was severely damaged by the summer floods of 2007, but by securing grants 
from different organisations, and much hard work from the owner’s family, friends and volunteers, 
the Mill was restored to working order by July 2008. 
 
The water wheels 
There are two water wheels at Churchill Forge – the 17ft 
5ins main wheel that drives the 18ft, cast iron hollow axle 
from which power is taken by gear wheels, pulleys and belts 
to drive the various hammers and presses used within the 
forge to shape the metal tools being made. This wheel is 5ft 
3ins wide, with 48 buckets.  The narrower wheel, the older 
of the two wheels, is 17 ft in diameter, but only 2ft 3ins 
wide, therefore potentially less powerful, but faster, than 
the main wheel. This wheel set against the building adjacent 
to the main Forge once powered the blower for the hearth 
in the Forge and two grindstones. Both wheels have header tanks above them; the smaller wheel 
being pitch-back in operation; the main wheel being over-shot. 
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At Daniel’s Mill, the wheel was installed in 1853; it weighs 40 tons 
and has a diameter of 38 ft 10 ins. Its great size meant that it had the 
potential to power up to three sets of grind stones simultaneously, 
providing an indication of the degree of work that was considered 
possible at the time, for not only did the Mill grind wheat into flour, it 
was also used to grind animal fodder. The water wheel can either be 
operated by the pitch-back method with water fed onto the top of 
the wheel, or as is more usual these days, using the breast-shot 
process with water taken from the leat midway up the wheel’s 
diameter. 
 
 
The application of water power  
Churchill Forge uses water from the Ganlow Brook, which has its source in the nearby Clent Hills. 
Water from the book is stored in the Hammer Pond just above the Forge and piped through a culvert 
under the lane to the header tanks above each wheel and thence onto the wheels. 
 
At Daniel’s Mill, water is drawn from a mill pool at the head of a short valley some 100 metres or so 
from the Mill. As well as a leat providing water for the breast-shot action of the water mill, water is 
also piped from the pool to a large, metal header tank sited above the well and providing a pitch-
back action to the wheel, if required.  The water for the mill pond comes from a spring some 2 miles 
up the valley and has never been known to run dry, even in the driest of conditions. 
 
Power from the water wheel is transferred via a large diameter gear wheel attached to the spokes of 
the wheel, to a smaller gear wheel fixed to the main shaft which protrudes from the wall of the mill.   
Inside the mill, a vertically mounted large gear wheel on the main shaft transfers the rotating motion 
of the water wheel to a smaller, horizontal bevelled gear wheel which in turn drives a vertical shaft 
that turns the ‘runner’ mill stone on the floor above. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

At Churchill Forge, the water wheel’s power was originally applied to trip or tilt hammers that were 
once in the Forge, via two large wheels fixed to the main shaft, from which projections known as 

(The smaller gear wheel transferring the water 
wheel’s motion from the water wheel to the 
millstones within the mill is visible near the knee of 
the man standing on the left hand side of the 
picture) 

 

Main shaft with vertically mounted gear wheel 

driving a horizontally mounted bevel gear whose 

shaft turns the running stone of the millstones on 

the floor above 
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‘trips’ protruded to raise and let fall the hammers used to shape the metal products made by the 
Forge. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Wheels on main shaft showing original location of trips to work hammers)  (Gear, pulleys and belt drives to power more recent hammers) 
 

Once more powerful hammers were installed in the early 20th century, the wheels that powered the 
tilt hammers became obsolete, but they are still in evidence. A spur wheel now engages with a 
smaller wheel on a another shaft, which in turn transfers the water power via shafts containing 
pulleys and broad canvas belts to operate the various hammers, presses and other machinery within 
the forge. 
 
Manufacturing and Processing 
All tools produced at Churchill Forge were produced from metal strips of 

varying size and thickness.  A strip was cut into workable lengths using 

the immensely powerful set of Crocodile Shears in the Forge yard, 

powered by a crank fixed to the water wheel shaft.  The metal lengths 

were then taken into the Forge and heated in the hearth until hot and 

malleable enough to be shaped by the hammers or dies into tools of 

particular types. 

The two hammers in use within the Forge 

are known as arch hammers and were 

powered by belts taking their power from 

the main rotating shaft.  The hammer had a rapid beat and its force 

could be adjusted pneumatically, (see vertical piston within the centre 

of the hammer frame).  The smith sat in a seat suspended from the 

hammer frame – this is visible in the accompanying photograph as a 

white canvas flap on the extreme left hand side of the picture. This seat 

isolated him from the tremendous vibration of the hammer and 

provided him with manoeuvrability whilst working the hot metal 

shapes. 

The Forge was known for producing quality ladles for the local glass and salt industries of 

Stourbridge and Droitwich respectively. A cricket bat or tennis racquet-type shape, depending on the 

tool to be made,  was initially hammered out from the metal, at which point it was then transferred 

to a press which shaped the hammered end into either a shovel or ladle shape. 
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(Ladle blank awaiting shaping in the press)                                                              (Ladle dies or templates for shaping different forms of ladle) 
 

Wheat is milled or processed at Daniel’s Mill - wheat grains are fed into the millstones from a 
hopper which receives grain from sacks hoisted to the floor above and fed, by gravity, into the 
millstones.  
 

The grains fall into the centre of the millstone 
through a hole, or ‘eye’ in the top stone, or 
‘running’ stone, this being the only stone that 
rotates.  The bottom stone, or ‘bedstone’, is 
fixed and static.  The action of the rotation of 
the top stone over the fixed stone creates the 
grinding or milling process in the small gap 
between the two stones.  This gap can be 
adjusted manually, known as tentering, and 
this determines the final quality of the milled 
flour.  The rate at which the grains are fed into 
the millstones is controlled by a device known 
as a ‘damsel’ which is driven by the same shaft 
rotating the millstone, this causes it to vibrate 
against the ‘feed shoe’ thereby ensuring a 
consistent flow of grain into the milling 

process. 
 
As the grain is milled between the two millstones, channels 
or ‘furrows’ cut into the stone enable the milled flour to be 
worked out to the side of the rotating millstone, and from 
there the flour passes down a chute to the floor below 
where it is collected in a bag.  The runner stone can rotate 
at a speed of 100rpm, and at this speed is capable of milling 
50kg of flour in an hour.  At Daniel’s Mill, to obtain the 
quality of flour the mill sells for bread making, the flour is 
twice milled in order to obtain a high grade quality of fine 
flour. (Photograph of millstone at Areley Arboretum) 
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The products 

Benjamin Bache & Son, the family firm that owned and ran Churchill Forge for so many years 

produced metal edged hand tools – spades, blades, shovels and ladles, as well as sundry smaller 

tools such as choppers, hatchets, hammers and pickaxes.  Their ladles were considered to be of a 

high standard by those in the glass industry of Stourbridge and the salt works of Droitwich. 

Today, examples of the tools produced at the Forge are on display within the Forge. 

 
Tools produced by Churchill Forge – ladles, shovels, spades and choppers, forks, cutters and hatchets 

Daniel’s Mill still produces wholemeal flour for use in the Bridgnorth area.  The flour has been twice 

ground at the mill to produce the finest quality flour.  It makes excellent scones which are served hot 

in the Mill’s café, and produces a very tasty loaf of bread when baked at home! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Flour produced at Daniel’s Mill and loaf made with the flour 

 

For further information and reference, see:  

 Churchill Forge see www.churchillforge.org.uk 

 “Churchill Forge”, produced by The Churchill Forge Trust and sold at the Forge 

 “A Working Day at Churchill Forge” by Geoffrey Hayward (2007), sold at the Forge 

 Daniels Mill see www.danielsmill.co.uk  

 “Daniel’s Mill: Its History, Millers and Restoration” by Joyce George, sold at the Mill 

 

 

http://www.churchillforge.org.uk/
http://www.danielsmill.co.uk/

